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a b s t r a c t

We present a novel technique of coupling finite element method with mesh-based flat-top partition of

unity method. The proposed coupling method allows us to bind any order of finite elements with flat-

top partition of unity method. To verify the coupling, we test the coupling method on one- and two-

dimensional boundary value problems including linear elasticity problem on a cracked domain. The

coupled formulation provides a platform for stable enrichments to obtain highly accurate solution

especially in the enrichment area.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years, many partition of unity methods showed great
success in the form of meshless method; element-free Galerkin
method (EFGM) [1], reproducing Kernel particle method (RKPM) [2],
method of finite sphere [3], and reproducing polynomial particle
method (RPPM) [4] to name a few. On the other hand, partition of
unity methods that use finite element mesh explicitly becomes
popular in later years because of the easy applicability. h-p clouds
[5], eXtended finite element method (XFEM) [6,7], and generalized
finite element method (GFEM) [8] are in this category.

Recently proposed mesh-based construction of flat-top parti-
tion of unity function (MFPUM) [9], which uses finite element
mesh explicitly, is inspired by a meshless enrichment technique
[5,8,10–12]. Like GFEM or XFEM, MFPUM emphasized the use of
finite element mesh to alleviate the difficulty in numerical
integration. The main difference with GFEM or XFEM is the
existence of flat-top in the partition of unity functions. MFPUM
has the ability to enrich any order of polynomials locally with the
Kronecker-delta property. Thus, imposing essential boundary
conditions is straightforward as in finite element method. MFPUM
is a promising method and has been successfully applied on
problems that contain singularities to obtain highly accurate
results. However, applying MFPUM on the entire computational
domain may not be economical compared to FEM. It is more
desirable to use the same order of finite elements over MFPUM on
All rights reserved.
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the region where the solution is smooth because MFPUM
demands more DOFs compared to the same order of finite
element method. Hence, it is worth to try to couple MFPUM and
the finite element method.

Several techniques have been proposed to couple finite ele-
ment method with different numerical methods, such as coupling
finite element method with spectral method [13], with eXtended
finite element method (XFEM) [14], with boundary element
method (BEM) [15–17], with element free Galerkin method
(EFGM) [18–21], and with moving least square method (MLS)
[22]. However, the coupling method that is used in [13,15–20,22]
is not applicable to couple higher order finite element method
and partition of unity method.

In general, when coupling of two methods is considered, the
computational domain is partitioned into two regions, and a method
is chosen in each part where it is more appropriate. In such case, the
continuity of the primary variable becomes an issue at the interface.
Some of the commonly used technique to enforce the continuity
requirement is the use of Lagrange multipliers and domain decom-
position method. Both these techniques are powerful and scalable to
be used for coupling of large systems. However, we prefer to have a
coupling method without dealing an indefinite system and avoid
iterations between subregions to get a coupled solution that is
continuous. We see the coupling formulation given in [20] shares
our point of view; however, the formulation, which uses mixed
interpolation, is not suitable in our case.

In this paper, we will introduce a technique to couple arbitrary
order of finite elements with MFPUM. To achieve a seamless
coupling between these two, we develop transitional partition of
unity function, which helps the transition. A schematic view of
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Fig. 1. Schematic partition of computational domain O into three parts: OC where

finite element is used, OT where transition occurs, and OF where flat-top partition

of unity method is used.
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such coupling in two dimensions is shown in Fig. 1. In this way,
the coupled system can be dealt with a single weak form which
results a positive definite system.

In the following sections, we first briefly explain mesh-based
flat-top partition of unity method (MFPUM) and propose a
method to couple MFPUM with FEM. To show the feasibility
and effectiveness of the coupling method, we then numerically
study a heat conduction problem on a bar with a boundary layer,
potential flow around a cylinder and a single-edge cracked plate
under uniform tension.
2. Mesh-based flat-top partition of unity method

In our previous work (MFPUM), we achieved an arbitrary order
of polynomial enrichment by introducing a systematic and an
efficient way of generating flat-top partition of unity functions on
a provided mesh. Let us review the basic ideas of mesh-based flat-
top partition of unity method (MFPUM) in one dimension. Let us
begin by establishing some basic notations:
�

Fig. 2. MFPUM in one dimension: (a) elements and nodes; (b) shrinking elements

to find flat-top regions; (c) flat-top partition of unity functions on patches;

(d) second-order Lagrange interpolating functions defined by the nodes on

element E0i; (e) global quadratic approximation functions on patch Qi.
Element Ei: A member of collection fEig, which partitions the
domain O. Elements are non-overlapping, Ei \ Ej ¼ | for ia j,
and form a cover of O,

SN
i ¼ 1 Ei ¼O. In one dimension, two

points ip1 and ip2 will define an element Ei. See, for example
Fig. 2(a).

�
 Flat-top parameter wi: The flat-top size of the partition of unity

function is controlled by a parameter 0owio1. Each element
Ei is shrunken to E0i by the parameter wi. See for example,
Fig. 2(b). Each physical element Ei is defined on a local
coordinate system by elemental mapping. Let Ti be the
elemental mapping which maps the interval ð�1,1Þ to the
element Ei. i.e. Tið�1Þ ¼ ip1 and Tið1Þ ¼

ip2. Then the mapping
Ti provides the two nodes Tið�wiÞ ¼

ip
0

1 and TiðwiÞ ¼
ip
0

2 that
defines E0i. It is possible to control wi element-wise, however,
we fix wi to be a global parameter, wi ¼ w for i¼ 1, . . . ,N, in our
numerical examples for convenience.

�
 Supplemental mesh: The interconnection between shrunken

element E0i results a supplemental mesh shown in Fig. 2(b) and
will be used to build flat-top partition of unity functions. The
numerical integration will be performed on the subpatches
that forms supplemental mesh.

�
 Patch Qi: A patch is a member of a covering fQig, O�

SN
i ¼ 1 Qi.

The difference between an element Ei and a patch Qi is
that a patch can overlap with its neighboring patch(es).
Fig. 2(c) shows the overlapped patches defined on the supple-
mental mesh. Note that the patch Qi completely includes
element Ei.
�

Partition of unity function fi: A family of functions ffig

subordinated to each patch Qi is called partition of unity
functions if they satisfy
PN

i ¼ 1 fiðxÞ ¼ 1, 8xAO where N is the
total number of elements. A flat-top area of partition of unity
function fi that is shown in Fig. 2(c) is given in closed form as
follows:

fiðxÞ ¼

1
ip
0

�i�1p
0

2

ðx�i�1p
0

2 Þ if xAQi�1\Qi,

1 if xAQi\ðQi�1 [ Qiþ1Þ,

�1
iþ1p

0

1�
ip
0

2

ðx�iþ1p
0

1 Þ if xAQiþ1\Qi,

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

where Q 0i ¼Qi\ðQi�1 [ Qiþ1Þ is the flat-top area of fi.

�
 Node ink: The kth node of element Ei is denoted by ink. The

points (ink,k¼ 1, . . . ,NÞ which includes the end points of the
interval are distributed in the local coordinate system and
then mapped to the flat-top area of the patch E0i.
Fig. 2(d) shows three nodes defined on element Ei.

�
 Local approximation function iLk: We use the Lagrange inter-

polating functions defined by the nodes ink as local approx-
imation functions. Note that the support of Lagrange
interpolating functions are unbounded, see Fig. 2(d). The local
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approximation function can be understood as an enrichment
function in MFPUM. More examples on different local approx-
imation spaces and its related properties can be found in Refs.
[10,23–25].

�
 Global approximation function iNk: We denote the approxima-

tion function associated with node ink as iNk.

So far we have reviewed the terminologies of MFPUM mainly
in one dimension but elements Ei, flat-top region E0i of partition
of unity function fi, and the support of fi which is Qi, can be
constructed in two dimension as well. See Fig. 3 for two-
dimensional example.
3. MFPUM in two dimension: (a) partitioned domain with element Ei;

shrunken element E0i in dotted lines which define flat-top region of PU

tions; (c) MFPU patch Qi.
In a partition of unity method, the approximation uappðxÞ is
obtained as the sum of the local approximations uiðxÞ multiplied
by the partition of unity function fiðxÞ on each patch Qi as
follows:

uappðxÞ ¼
XN

i ¼ 1

fiðxÞu
iðxÞ: ð2Þ

The linear combination of iLk on ith patch results the local
approximation ui in Eq. (2)

uiðxÞ ¼
Xni

k ¼ 1

cik
iLkðxÞ, ð3Þ

where ni is the number of nodes distributed on a patch Qi. Thus,
many meshless/meshfree methods including element-free Galer-
kin method (EFGM) [1], reproducing kernel particle method
(RKPM) [2], and method of finite sphere [3] can be viewed as a
partition of unity method. However, the partition of unity func-
tion fi that is used for most of meshless/meshfree method is
either defined implicitly or in the form of rational functions. In
MFPUM, piecewise linear partition of unity function is con-
structed explicitly with a flat-top feature. A more detailed work
including numerical examples can be found in [9].

The higher order polynomial enrichment technique that pre-
serves the Kronecker-delta property was first introduced by Oh
et al. [26] in the context of meshless method and adopted by
MFPUM. If we substitute uiðxÞ in Eq. (2) with Eq. (3) we get the
following expression:

uappðxÞ ¼
XN

i ¼ 1

Xni

k ¼ 1

cik ðfiðxÞ
iLkðxÞÞ: ð4Þ

Therefore, compactly supported global approximation functions
iNkðxÞ are obtained by multiplying flat-top partition of unity
function fiðxÞ with the Lagrange interpolating polynomial iLkðxÞ
as follows:

iNkðxÞ ¼fiðxÞ �
iLkðxÞ, i¼ 1, . . . ,N; k¼ 1, . . . ,ni: ð5Þ

An example of second-order iNk in one dimension is shown in
Fig. 2(e).

The resulting global approximation function iNkðxÞ possess the
Kronecker-delta property for efficient boundary condition impo-
sition. Using Eq. (5), Eq. (4) can be written as

uappðxÞ ¼
XN

i ¼ 1

Xni

k ¼ 1

cik ð
iNkðxÞÞ: ð6Þ

We denote the finite-dimensional vector space spanned by Eq.
(5) to be Vapp and call the Galerkin approximation with the use of
the approximation space Vapp as mesh based flat-top partition of

unity method.
3. Coupling method

In this section, we first explain how the coupling works in one
dimension and then describe how higher order coupling is done
in two dimension. The key idea of the coupling is extending the
MFPU interpolating function(s) into the transitional area. Some
discussions on the coupled system are given at the end of the
section.

3.1. Coupling in one dimension

The transitional partition of unity function is a modified mesh
based flat-top partition of unity function. The modification is
done by augmenting finite element shape function to the flat-top
partition of unity function on the transitional area. Let us
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illustrate the modification in detail. As shown in Fig. 4(a), we start
with partitioned domain with elements. The elements are further
categorized to belong one of the subdomains, OC, where finite
element method is used, OT where transition occurs, and OF

where MFPUM is used. In one-dimensional coupling, exactly one
element in OT should suffice to prepare the coupling between
MFPUM and FEM. Next, we build flat-top partition of unity
functions and interpolating functions on OT [OF as explained in
the previous section, with the help of the supplemental mesh that
is shown in Fig. 4(b).

Since there is no overlap between the patch in OT and
interfaced finite element in OC, the MFPUM algorithm to create
flat-top partition of unity functions in OT fails to satisfy partition
of unity in the interfaced region. Let us define the region Q 0i within
the patch Qi where partition of unity is not satisfied as follows:

Q 0i ¼Qi\ x9
XN

k ¼ 1

fkðxÞ ¼ 1

( )
: ð7Þ
Fig. 4. Coupling in one dimension: (a) partitioned domain with elements;

(b) patch construction on OT and OF; (c) linear FE nodal interpolating function

and transitional flat-top partition of unity function fi; (d) quadratic FE nodal

interpolating function and transitional flat-top partition of unity function fi .
It is clear that Q 0ia| for Qi which belongs to the transitional
region. The non-empty intervals Q 0i that is shown in Fig. 4(c) and
(d) are such examples in one dimension.

In the case of coupling linear finite element and MFPUM, we
place two auxiliary points, a1 and a2, on Q 0i, see Fig. 4(c) and
consider linear finite element shape functions, N1 and N2, that
correspond to those points. Since point a1 coincides with one of
the existing finite element nodes gAOC, the shape function N1 can
be assembled to form a nodal interpolating function of g. The
other, N2, is attached to one of the transitional interpolating
functions that interpolates the point a2. We define the linear
transitional function Nt on the patch Qi as follows:

NtðxÞ ¼
fiðxÞ �

iL1ðxÞ if x=2Q 0i,

N2ðxÞ if xAQ 0i,

(
ð8Þ

where fiðxÞ is the MFPU function given in Eq. (1) and iL1 is the
linear Lagrange interpolating polynomial defined on the patch Qi

that corresponds to the node in1 defined on E0i. Thus the transi-
tional interpolating function NtðxÞ is essentially MFPU interpolat-
ing function in Qi\Q

0
i and linear finite element nodal interpolating

function in Q 0i. At this point, we can categorize the nodal
interpolation functions into Ng, Nt, and Nm by identifying which
subdomain includes the nodes associated to the interpolating
function. Then the coupled approximation can be written as

ucoupled ¼
X
gAOC

ugNgþ
X
tAOT

utNtþ
X
mAOF

umNm, ð9Þ

where ug, ut, and um are the nodal unknowns.

Proposition 1. ucoupled in Eq. (9) possess polynomial reproducing

property of order 1 when linear finite elements are coupled by the

transitional function given in Eq. (8).

Proof. Since each of linear finite element and linear MFPUM has
polynomial reproducing property of order 1, we only need to
show the polynomial reproducing property in the transitional
region Q 0i. For xAQ 0i, ucoupled reduces to ua1

Ngþua2
Nt where ua1

and ua2
are two nodal unknowns defined on auxiliary points in Q 0i,

as shown in Fig. 4(c). Here Ng and Nt are nodal interpolating
functions corresponding to the nodes a1 and a2, respectively.
Thus, from Eq. (8), ua1

Ngþua2
Nt ¼ ua1

N1þua2
N2 which is linear

interpolation between two nodes ua1
and ua2

. In particular,
ucoupledðxÞ ¼ a1N1ðxÞþa2N2ðxÞ ¼ x ,8xAQ 0i. &

Coupling quadratic finite elements with MFPUM is similar to
the linear coupling case except there is one extra DOF involved.
We use three additional finite element shape functions on Q 0i, the
grayed interval ða1,a3Þ in Fig. 4(d). Note that gAOC coincides with
auxiliary point a1. Among the three finite element shape func-
tions, N1, N2, and N3, that corresponds to the auxiliary points a1,
a2 and a3, we assemble N1 to the existing finite element nodal
interpolating function Ng. The bubble function N2 is responsible to
the extra DOF. N3 is augmented to the quadratic transitional
interpolating functions Nt on the patch Qi that interpolates the
point a3 as follows:

NtðxÞ ¼
fiðxÞ �

iL1ðxÞ if x=2Q 0i,

N3ðxÞ if xAQ 0i,

(
ð10Þ

where fiðxÞ is the MFPU function in Eq. (1) and iL1 is the quadratic
Lagrange interpolating polynomial defined on the patch Qi which
corresponds to the node in1. The auxiliary functions N1 and N3 are
shown in dotted line in Fig. 4(d). With quadratic transitional
function Nt in Eq. (10), we establish the following proposition.

Proposition 2. ucoupled in Eq. (9) possess polynomial reproducing

property of order 2 when quadratic finite elements are coupled by the

quadratic transitional function given in Eq. (10).
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Proof. Following the argument in the proof of Proposition 1, we
only need to show the polynomial reproducing property in the
transitional region Q 0i. For xAQ 0i, ucoupled reduces to ua1

Ngþ

ua2
N2þua3

Nt where ua1
, ua2

, and ua3
are nodal unknowns defined

on the three auxiliary points, as shown in Fig. 4(d). Restricted on
Q 0i, Ng and Nt are quadratic finite element nodal interpolating
functions corresponding to the nodes a1 and a3, respectively.
Thus, from Eq. (10), ua1

Ngþua2
N2þua3

Nt ¼ ua1
N1þua2

N2þua3
N3

which results quadratic interpolation of three nodes ua1
, ua2

and
ua3

. More specifically, ucoupledðxÞ ¼ ða1Þ
2N1ðxÞþða2Þ

2N2ðxÞ þða3Þ
2

N3ðxÞ ¼ x2, 8xAQ 0i. &

The simple and effective idea for coupling finite elements and
MFPUM in one dimension can be extended to two dimension.

3.2. Coupling in two dimension

Converting a single element to a patch was enough for one
dimensional coupling. On the contrary, in two dimension, the
transitional patch may contain more than one subpatches. Let us
illustrate the coupling procedure with an example. Fig. 5(a) shows
the decomposed domain and Fig. 5(b) shows two patches defined
by the supplemental mesh. Q 0i is defined in Eq. (7). Q 01 ¼ e1 [ e2,
Q 04 ¼ e2 [ e3 and Q 01 [ Q 04 ¼ e1 [ e2 [ e3 as shown in Fig. 5(c). Q 01 [

Q 04 represents the region where auxiliary finite element shape
functions will be created for coupling. To create auxiliary shape
functions, we populate necessary auxiliary points in each sub-
patches, e1, e2, and e3. Fig. 5(c) and (d) shows auxiliary points on
the subpatches e1,e2, and e3 that is required for linear coupling
and quadratic coupling, respectively. Note that the order of
auxiliary function will be one order higher in the normal direction
of the interfaced finite element edge. Similar to what we have
done in one dimension, auxiliary shape functions will be either
Fig. 5. Two-dimensional coupling preparation: (a) partitioned domain with four ele

distribution in two dimension for (c) linear coupling and (d) quadratic coupling.
assembled to existing finite element nodal interpolating function
if the auxiliary point coincides with existing finite element node
or used to augment MFPU interpolating function if the auxiliary
point coincides with existing MFPU node. If the auxiliary point is
not a hanging node and neither coincides with the existing finite
element node nor the existing MFPU node, the corresponding
shape function will be used independently and will result an extra
DOFs in the coupled system.

Unlike in one dimensional coupling, some of the auxiliary
points end up hanging nodes. The hanging node has a special
purpose in two-dimensional coupling. It is to raise the polynomial
order on the side, for example, the common edge of e2 and e4 of
Fig. 5(c). The MFPU interpolating function has one higher poly-
nomial order in the non flat-top area, for example e4. Augmenting
the auxiliary finite element shape function that is defined on e2 to
the MFPU interpolating function, we have to introduce shape
functions that have one order higher than the local approximation
functions of MFPU patch in the non flat-top area e4. In the
following, we will define the transitional interpolating function
on a transitional patch Qi

Ni
t, kðx,yÞ ¼

Fðx,yÞ ¼fiðx,yÞiLkðx,yÞ if ðx,yÞ=2Q 0i,

NA,kðx,yÞ if ðx,yÞAA¼Q 0i\
[N
j ¼ 1
j a i

Q 0j,

NB,kðx,yÞþ
P

j

Fðxhj
,yhj
ÞNB,hj

ðx,yÞ if ðx,yÞAB¼
[N
j ¼ 1
j a i

ðQ 0i \ Q 0jÞ,

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð11Þ

where NA,k is one of the finite element shape function defined on
A which has the auxiliary point coincides with the MFPU node k,
NB,k is one of the finite element shape function defined on B
which has the auxiliary point coincides with the MFPU node k,
ments; (b) construction of two transitional patches; nodes and auxiliary points
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and ðxhj
,yhj
Þ are the location of j’s hanging node and NB,hj

is the
corresponding auxiliary shape function defined on B. For the
patch Q1 shown in Fig. 5, A¼ e1 and B¼ e2. Also for the patch Q2

in Fig. 5, A¼ e3 and B¼ e2.

Proposition 3. ucoupled in Eq. (9) possess polynomial reproducing

property of order k when order k finite elements are coupled by the

transitional function given in Eq. (11).

Proof. We only need to show the polynomial reproducing prop-
erty in the transitional region Q 0i. Restricted on A, we only have
finite element shape functions left which clearly interpolates
polynomials up to degree k. Hence, the result is clear. On the
other hand, when restricted on B, ucoupled in Eq. (9) has only finite
element shape functions including the following shape function
which is the interpolation function associated with the hanging
node jX

i

X
k

Fðxhj
,yhj
ÞNB,hj

ðx,yÞ ¼
X

i

X
k

fiðxhj
,yhj
Þ
iLkðxhj

,yhj
ÞNB,hj

ðx,yÞ

ð12Þ

X
i

X
k

Fðxhj
,yhj
ÞNB,hj

ðx,yÞ ¼
X

i

fiðxhj
,yhj
ÞNB,hj

ðx,yÞ
X

k

iLkðxhj
,yhj
Þ

ð13Þ

X
i

X
k

Fðxhj
,yhj
ÞNB,hj

ðx,yÞ ¼
X

i

fiðxhj
,yhj
ÞNB,hj

ðx,yÞ � 1 ð14Þ

X
i

X
k

Fðxhj
,yhj
ÞNB,hj

ðx,yÞ ¼NB,hj
ðx,yÞ

X
i

fiðxhj
,yhj
Þ ð15Þ

X
i

X
k

Fðxhj
,yhj
ÞNB,hj

ðx,yÞ ¼NB,hj
ðx,yÞ � 1 ð16Þ

X
i

X
k

Fðxhj
,yhj
ÞNB,hj

ðx,yÞ ¼NB,hj
ðx,yÞ: ð17Þ

Therefore, as in the case of restricted on A, in the restricted region
B, all we have in the region B is auxiliary finite element shape
functions which can interpolate order k polynomials. &

3.3. Coupled system

Let us consider the following variational problem on a
bounded polygonal domain O : Find uAH1

ðOÞ such that u¼ ud

on GD and

aðu,vÞ ¼ f ðvÞ for all vAH1
0ðOÞ: ð18Þ

For the Poisson equation, aðu,vÞ and f(v) are given as follows:

aðu,vÞ ¼

Z
ru � rv dO, ð19Þ

f ðvÞ ¼

Z
fv dOþ

Z
vru � n̂ dG, ð20Þ

where n̂ is the outward normal vector along boundary G.
In the case of two-dimensional linear elasticity, the equili-

brium equations are given in terms of displacement vector
u¼ fux,uyg as follows:

DT E D uðxÞþfðxÞ ¼ 0, ð21Þ

subjected to the boundary conditions,

N D uðsÞ ¼ ~TðsÞ, sAGT, ð22Þ

uðsÞ ¼ ~uðsÞ, sAGD, ð23Þ
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where GT [ GD ¼ @O

D¼

@

@x
0

@

@y

0
@

@y

@

@x

2
6664

3
7775

T

, N¼
nx 0 ny

0 ny nx

" #
, E¼ Eij, 1r i, jr3

is the symmetric positive definite material constant matrix.
The variational problem corresponding to Eq. (21) is to find the

vector u¼ fux,uyg such that ux, uyAH1
ðOÞ,u¼ ~u on GD and

aðu,vÞ ¼ fðvÞ for all vAH1
0ðOÞ: ð24Þ

The bilinear form aðu,vÞ and f ðvÞ are given as follows:

aðu,vÞ ¼

Z
O
ðD vÞT EðDuÞ dx dy, ð25Þ
Fig. 8. Comparison between exact solution and coupled approximation of: five linear

fourth-order MFPUM and its error plot (d); (e) eighth-order MFPUM and its error plot
fðvÞ ¼

Z
O

vTf dx dyþ

Z
GT

vT ~T ds, ð26Þ

where f is the vector of the body force per unit area, and ~T is the
traction vector.
4. Numerical examples

The coupling between the FEM and MFPUM is mutually
beneficial; coupling enables enrichment to higher order FEM
and makes MFPUM more economical by saving DOFs. We high-
light two important features of our proposed coupling:
Feature (1)
finite elements

(f).
Flexible enriched area: The enriched zone can be
widened or shrunken on a fixed mesh. In other words,
coupled with five (a) first-order MFPUM and its error plot (b); (c)
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we can transfer finite elements to flat-top partition
unity patches and vise versa.
Feature (2)
 Consistent polynomial reproducing order: The poly-
nomial enrichment order of MFPUM can be matched
to the order of the finite element that is interfaced to
obtain consistent polynomial reproducing property.
The polynomial reproducing property, Feature (2), allows the
coupled approximation to interpolate not only a constant field but
also a linear field on entire computational domain. This is important
when an elasticity problem is considered with a displacement-based
formulation because constant fields and linear fields represent rigid
body modes and constant strain states, respectively.

In this section, we demonstrate three examples with the pro-
posed coupling method. We will denote JeJE as the relative error in
the energy norm and JeJEð%Þ as the relative error in energy norm in
percent which is JeJE � 100. Throughout this section unless it is
noted separately we have used fixed flat-top parameter w¼ 0:95 for
mesh based flat-top partition of unity method (MFPUM).

4.1. A heat conduction problem on a bar with a boundary layer

To test the coupled formulation, a heat conduction problem
temperature fixed to be zero at the end points in one dimension is
considered. Let us denote the heat flow in a heat conducting bar
as q, the heat conductivity as k, and the distributed heat source of
der placed in an inviscid flow: (a) quarter of the flow region is

onfigurations for the quarter model.
intensity as f. Then under the assumption that the heat flow in a
heat conducting bar follows the Fourier’s law �q¼ ku0 with k¼1
along with the energy conservation q0 ¼ f can model the
temperature distribution on the bar by the following Poisson
equation:

�u00ðxÞ ¼ f ðxÞ xAð�1,1Þ, uð�1Þ ¼ uð1Þ ¼ 0: ð27Þ

The analytic solution of Eq. (27) with the heat source f ðxÞ ¼

�0:5p2 cosðpxÞþ100 coshð10xÞ=coshð10Þ is uðxÞ ¼ �coshð10xÞ=

coshð10Þþcos2ð0:5pðxþ1ÞÞ which can be easily verified by direct
substitution. The heat source f(x) and analytic temperature dis-
tribution u(x) is shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively.

The coupling is targeted to capture the boundary layer that is
presented near x¼1. We apply the coupling method on a
uniformly spaced mesh with finite element method on the left
half of the given interval, (0,0.5), and MFPUM on the right half of
the interval, (0.5,1).

The consistency of the coupled approximation is tested. When
linear finite elements are coupled with first-order MFPU patches, the
coupled approximation should be able to reproduce polynomial of
Fig. 10. Mesh preparation: (a) coarse mesh with 16 elements for the coupled

formulation; (b) finer mesh with 383 elements and 455 nodes for finite element

approximation.



Fig. 12. The pressure difference Dp¼ p�ps on the surface of the cylinder. Solid line is

the pressure from potential theory. Filled dots are the pressure obtained by coupled

approximation, and diamonds are the approximated pressure by linear finite elements.
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order one on the entire computational domain. Likewise, polynomial
reproducing of order two is expected for quadratic finite elements
coupled with second-order MFPU patches. When the solution is
smooth (uAC1), like in this example, we expect the error in energy
norm of coupled approximation to show the rate of convergence O(h)
in linear coupling case and Oðh2

Þ in quadratic coupling case, where h

indicates the element size.
In one dimension h� 1=N; thus we have plotted the relative

error in energy norm versus degrees of freedom to test the
coupled convergence, see Fig. 7. The coupled approximation has
same h size for finite elements and MFPU patches. The coupled
approximation showed similar performance compared to finite
element approximation applied on entire computational domain
when the order of MFPUM is matched with the order of finite
element method. The expected rate of convergence in energy
norm agrees well with the expected convergence rate as shown in
Fig. 7. On the other hand, we can increase the rate of convergence
by increasing only the order on MFPU patches. The filled triangles
in Fig. 7 demonstrate such improvement in convergence. They are
obtained by uniformly refined finite elements in (0,0.5) coupled
with a single MFPU patch in (0.5,1) that has order eighth.

In this example, the boundary layer is located near x¼1. The
high-order partition of unity enrichment is especially well suited for
capturing such behavior. Fig. 8(a)–(f) shows the effectiveness of the
high-order polynomial enrichment to deal with the boundary layer.
Fig. 11. Pressure plot and its corresponding contours: (a) and (b) are obtained by coupled approximation; (c) and (d) are obtained by linear finite element approximation.
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We see that the error in OF quickly decreases as we increase the
enrichment order.
4.2. Potential flow around a cylinder

Next we simulate a potential flow of an inviscid fluid around a
cylinder, as shown in Fig. 9(a). We approximate the velocity
Fig. 13. Single edge cracked plate under uniform tension: (a) full model;

(b) half model.
potential u by solving the Laplace equation Du¼ 0 on the
rectangular domain with a circular hole. Because of the symme-
try, we only consider a quarter portion of the model, see Fig. 9(b).
We denote normal vector to the surface n̂. The boundary condi-
tions on Gi, i¼ 1, . . . ,5 for the quarter model is given as follows:
(i)
Fig.
crack
The boundary condition on G1, G2 and G4 is set to ru � n̂ ¼ 0.
The boundary condition on G1 is to enforce the symmetry of
the quarter model. The boundary condition on G2 and G4

follows from the no penetration condition on the wall.

(ii)
 On anti-symmetric line G3, we set u¼0. It is clear that

imposing Neumann condition on G3 is impossible because
the profile of the flux is not known for the quarter model.
Mathematically, assigning a arbitrary constant will suffice
because the velocity along G3 is independent of the constant
value that is chosen.
(iii)
 The inlet boundary condition on G5 is taken from the full
model and has to be Neumann type. We assign ru � n̂ ¼�1
on G5. In other words, a uniform flow of speed 1 is assumed
on the inlet.
The following observations suggest a coupling scheme shown
in Fig. 10(a). First, we expect a nearly uniform flow pattern away
from the cylinder. Hence, the velocity potential away from the
cylinder will be well approximated with lower order finite
elements. Second, the speed of the flow will decrease in front of
the cylinder and increase at the side of the cylinder due to the
pressure difference. Also, the pressure drop around cylinder
should be smooth; therefore, higher order approximation would
be more appropriate. Thus, we placed four fourth-order enriched
MFPU patches around the cylinder surface to capture the smooth
drop of the pressure.

The coupled numerical approximation is validated by comparing
known analytic pressure on the surface of cylinder obtained by
potential theory. At the surface of the cylinder, the known velocity
potential along with Bernoulli’s principle results ps ¼ pþ2rU2 sin2y,
where r is the density, U is the free-stream velocity far away from
the cylinder, and ps is the stagnation pressure. In this example, we
have r¼ 1 and U¼1. The pressure relative to the stagnation
pressure is, therefore, Dp¼ p�ps ¼ 2 sin2 y. On the other hand, the
pressure presented in Fig. 11 is calculated using the computed ru

and Bernoulli’s principle, p¼� 1
2 9ru92

. Since, the pressure
0 4 8
0

8

14. Mesh used for coupled approximation on a half modeled single edge

ed plate.
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calculation involves derivative of the velocity potential, the linear
finite element approximation, which has constant gradient within
elements, shows clear inter-element jump in the pressure as shown
in Fig. 11(a) and (b). Coupled approximation, however, shows
smoother pressure compared to linear finite element approximation
because the ru is approximated by higher order polynomials. See
Fig. 11(c) and (d).

The approximations for the pressure are further compared on
the surface of the cylinder where the relative pressure to the
stagnation pressure is known. As shown in Fig. 12, the coupled
approximation is in a good agreement with the pressure obtained
by potential theory and performs better than linear finite ele-
ments with more DOFs. The finite element approximation with
the mesh shown in Fig. 10 has more than 50% of DOFs compared
to the coupled approximation near the surface of the cylinder. The
advantage of coupling with higher order interpolation on the
region of interest is clearly shown.

4.3. A single-edge cracked plate under uniform tension

In this example, we apply the coupling technique to a linear
elasticity problem on an edge cracked domain. A rectangular
domain O¼ fðx,yÞ : 0rxr8,�8ryr8g with a crack of length
4 along the x-axis is considered. Young’s modulus E¼1, Poisson’s
ratio n¼ 0:3, and plane stress condition is assumed. To enforce
opening mode only, a uniform tension w¼ 10 is applied in the y-
direction. The geometry description and material constants are
given in Fig. 13(a). Because of the symmetry we only use half
MESH I

MESH III

0 4 8
0

4

8

0 4 8
0

4

8

Fig. 15. Mesh sequence for quadratic finite element approximation: (a) MESH I—100 ele

(28�28); (d) MESH IV—2500 elements (50�50).
model for actual computation. The half model is shown in
Fig. 13(b) with additional boundary condition on the axis of
symmetry. The y-displacement is fixed along the x-axis excluding
MESH II

MESH IV

0 4 8
0

4

8

0 4 8
0

4

8

ments (10�10); (b) MESH II—400 elements (20�20); (c) MESH III—784 elements



Table 1
Stress intensity factor obtained by coupled approximation.

Da p SIF Rel. err (%)

10�3 2 96.45 (3.75)

4 98.96 (1.25)

6 99.53 (0.68)

8 99.78 (0.43)

10�4 2 96.45 (3.75)

4 99.21 (1.00)

6 99.75 (0.46)

8 100.55 (0.23)

Reference 100.21
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the crack surface, and the bottom right corner is fully clamped to
prevent rigid body motion.

We have used the displacement based weak formulation, Eq. (24)
for all the computation in this example. We expect that the displace-
ment field, which is our primary variable for the approximation, will
be smooth enough away from the crack tip. Hence, we place quadratic
finite elements away from the crack tip and use MFPUM with higher
order polynomial enrichment around crack-tip. Fig. 14 shows the
mesh and coupling scheme. Fig. 15 shows the mesh sequence that will
be used for quadratic finite element approximations. Note that the
coupled approximation uses relatively coarse mesh and it is designed
to have more DOFs around the crack-tip compared to uniformly
graded mesh. On OF and OT, we have used the flat-top parameter
w¼ 0:99 to construct partition of unity patches and quadratic finite
elements are coupled with quadratic transitional functions.

The coupled approximation and finite element approximation
are benchmarked with the result of Beckers et al. [27]. They used
dual analysis and Richardson’s extrapolation with very fine
meshes to estimate exact strain energy of this example problem
to be 8085.7610. The results are summarized in the graph,
see Fig. 16 for the convergence of strain energy in energy norm.
Fig. 17. Stresses on the deformed body obtained by coupled approximation: (a)

sxx and (b) syy .
We see that coupled approximation, which has fewer DOFs, gives
a better estimate for the strain energy calculation than quadratic
finite element calculation. With higher order enrichment p¼8 on
a relatively coarse mesh, the relative error in energy norm is less
than 5% which is accurate enough to be used in engineering
decision. We present the computed stress component sxx and syy

on a deformed shape of the body, see Fig. 17.
The meshes we have used for this example are chosen for clear

demonstration and convenience not for optimized performance.
Also, the size and location of enrichment are determined by
physical intuition rather than utilizing an error indicator. There-
fore, it is unlikely that the setup we have used for our coupling is
an optimal choice. We could have dealt with the singularity by
using exponentially graded mesh toward the point of singularity
or enriching the flat-top partition of unity patch with non-
polynomial singular functions as it is normally done in GFEM or
XFEM. Nevertheless, we have not incorporated these options to
our presentation because the coupled solution with higher order
polynomials already resulted accurate solution.

We further validate the effectiveness and accuracy of coupled
approximation by estimating the stress intensity factor for this
example problem. For the single edge cracked plate under uni-
form tension, the mode I stress intensity factor can be obtained as
follows [28]:

KI ¼ s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
pa
p

1:12�0:23
a

b

� �
þ10:55

a

b

� �2

�21:72
a

b

� �3

þ30:39
a

b

� �4
� �

,

a

b

� �
o0:6, ð28Þ

where a is the crack length and b is the width of the plate. Using
Eq. (28), we get the reference stress intensity factor KI ¼ 100:21
for our example problem. There are several techniques to calcu-
late the stress intensity factor; crack extension, stiffness deriva-
tive, and J-integral to name but a few. In this example, the crack
extension technique is used. When the crack extends by amount
Da, the strain energy will relax. In other words, extension of crack
causes a decrease of the stored energy which we denote by DU.
The decrease in stored energy is known as the strain energy
release rate, G,

G¼�
DU

Da
¼�

U2�U1

a2�a1
: ð29Þ

The stress intensity factor KI for the plane stress case is related to
the energy release rate G as follows:

KI ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
EG
p

, ð30Þ

where E is Young’s modulus. The stress intensity factor computed
by Eq. (30) corresponds to the crack length ða1þa2Þ=2.

To estimate the mode I stress intensity factor by the crack
extension, we calculate the change in strain energy (DU) by
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extending the crack length Da by 10�3 and 10�4. The computed
stress intensity factors by coupled approximation with different
enrichment orders p is summarized in Table 1. With the increase
of p, the stress intensity factor converges to the reference value
within 1% of relative error.
5. Concluding remarks

A seamless coupling between finite elements with mesh based
flat-top partition of unity method is developed and tested on
simple one- and two-dimensional problems. The same approach
is applicable to three dimensions and also for the plate and shell
analyses [29–31] and cohesive cracks [32–34]. The proposed
coupling method clearly showed the effectiveness of coupling
finite element method with mesh-based flat-top partition of unity
method. For those examples that we have considered, the coupled
formulation, which has significantly fewer DOFs, not only out-
performed the finite element method but also showed the
potential use to deal with boundary layers and singularities. On
the other hand, the method of auxiliary mapping (MAM), which is
known as a technique that is built right into the p-version of finite
element method, is highly effective to capture some singularities,
such as crack singularity in elasticity problems [35]. However, the
partition of unity enrichment technique can virtually deal any
known singularities, and can be applied to those problems that
MAM may fail. Although we have not explored the option in this
paper, we expect the coupling with the singular enrichment could
improve the result of the cracked problem we have presented
significantly and also applicable to those problems that MAM
shows difficulty. We would like to deal this issue in future study.
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